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ABSTRACT
This paper intends to improve the performance of MANETS –
Mobile Ad-hoc networks handling high volume traffic by
introducing an enhanced tree based multicast routing protocol
with efficient management of topology and groups with an
improvised label mechanism capable of building alternate
paths and secure better transmission stability. A comparative
analysis of the simulation results have shown that the
proposed protocol is better performing than the existing
multicast routing protocols with slightly higher control
overhead.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We ask that authors follow some simple guidelines. In
essence, we ask you to make your paper look exactly like this
document. The easiest way to do this is simply to download
the template, and replace the content with your own material
With the growing usage of MANETS (Mobile Adhoc
networks) in the recent years in various fields of application
like military operations, environmental surveillance, health
care and management of commercial activities etc.., handling
higher rate of transmissions, improving the performance of
the same is an implied necessity. With the advent of mass
usage of mobile devices in the daily activities of people
involved in various fields, up gradation of existing protocols
used in the present day scenario with high performing ones
has become an inevitable phenomenon.
Enhancing the performance of multicast routing is a key
aspect to improve the overall performance of MANETS with
increasing number of nodes in the network. Multicast routing
in MANETS is achieved by the following to methods.
Flooding: A mechanism wherein a message recipient node
floods the same to its neighbours listed in a table
Routing Tables: Data is transmitted from source node to the
destination node via the path constructed in the routing table.
On Demand Paths: Upon receiving a request from a
destination node, the source node builds a path from source to
destination and then transmits the data via the built path to the
destination after getting response from the destination node.
The mechanism of multicast routing can be MESH-BASED or
TREE-BASED. In mesh-based multicast routing, more than
one transmission path is built and maintained thereby ensuring

better data delivery rate and path stability which prevents data
loss. However, the mesh-based routing suffers from managing
the problem of control overhead since considerable bandwidth
is consumed by the control packets used by the mechanism to
maintain the topology and routes. On the other hand, the treebased routing while considerably reducing the control
overhead by using a core node to manage the group is
ineffective in the data delivery front since it could not ensure
path stability as it it has no mechanism in hand to repair failed
paths and build alternate paths thereby leading to data loss
during transmission.
Considering the above points, it is inferred that Mesh based
routing can be effective only for MANETS of small scale with
less number of groups. In a practical scenario with MANETS
involving higher transmission flows, maintaining control
packets for the growing number of nodes to ensure path
stability will have a deterring effect in data delivery by
increasing delay and will also consume considerable
bandwidth with control packets. Therefore, tree-based routing
coupled with better path stability is considered to be the need
for MANETS handling high volume data transmissions. The
proposed of protocol is designed to achieve both the aspects
of effective data delivery and efficient management of path
stability by building alternate paths with comparatively low
control overhead..

2. RELATED WORK
In recent years, multicast routing attracts extensive research
and development activities, the two types of multicast routing
protocols are Shortest Path Tree (SPT) based multicast routing
protocols and Shared Tree(ST) based multicast routing
protocols. For each pair i.e., (Source and Group) rooted at the
source SPT builds a separate tree for it. The Distance Vector
Multicast Routing (DVMRP)[1] and MOSPF[2] Multicast
Extensions to Open Shortest Path First Protocol are SPT
based Protocols. In DVMRP, the multicast tree is built by
“flooding and pruning”. For a specified group if the source
router has multicast packets, it floods the packets throughout
the network. A router which does not belong to group sends
back a prune message. When the process of pruning flooding
gets completed, the SPT multicast tree is constructed to
connect the source router to the destination router using the
shortest delay path. When the topology changes or if a group
member joins or leaves a group Distance Vector Multicast
Routing DVMRP relies on the membership joining
information and the updated periodical information in order to
maintains the dynamic multicast tree topology. Multicast
Extensions to Open Shortest Path First Protocol (MOSPF)
makes use of the feature of the Open Shortest Path First
Protocol (OSPF)[3] where each router keeps the topology of
the network link state information to construct the Shortest
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Path Tree (SPT) multicast tree. By adding a new type of
packet Multicast Extensions to Open Shortest Path First
Protocol (MOSPF) extends Open Shortest Path First Protocol
(OSPF). This new type of packet is the group membership
Link State Advertisement (LSA) which helps I pinpointing the
location of all group members. The information about a host
joining and leaving the group is distributed by flooding the
Link State Advertisement (LSA) packet throughout the
network. An identical multicast tree is build for each
pair(source, group) based on the information of the network
topology and the group membership Link State Advertisement
(LSA) packet. A single tree for the entire group is created by
Shared Tree(ST) based protocols, which is Shared by all
sources. With the help of some mechanism, the Shared
Tree(ST)is me a root an a core route and that is publicized.
The Shared Tree(ST) based protocols are Core-Based
Tree(CBT)[4], Protocol-independent Multicast Sparse
Mode(PIM-SM)[5], and Simple Multicast(SM)[6]. In CoreBased Tree(CBT) , each group has a corresponding core,
using some election mechanism or hash function this router is
chosen. The multicast tree is rooted at the core, which is
shared by all the sources. The multicast tree is construction
the below procedure a join message is send by the host that
needs to join the group using the shortest path to the core once
it is reaches the core the join message stops it is already on the
tree now acknowledgement message is send by the core or the
router or the core to the post joining host and the core
becomes the part of the tree once it receives the
acknowledgement. Once the entire tree is established, a source
transfer the packets, the first packet is sending to the core, and
then to the group of members.
The PIM-SM protocol is quite similar to CBT, but it also
allows for creating a source based shortest path tree on behalf
of their attached group members. Thus, MANETS are
expected to handle more number of multicast groups and
hence any protocol designed for MANETS should be able to
handle higher network loads and perform optimally in harsher
environments enduring the high volume of nodes and data
traffic.

3. THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL
This paper discusses the features of two existing multicast
routing protocols namely EODMRP (mesh-based) and POEM
(Tree-based) so as to compare their performance with the
proposed protocol which uses tree-based multicast routing
coupled with the ability to build alternate paths using an
improved labeling mechanism. In EODMRP, the source node
periodically floods the network with control packets to
identify and maintain the nodes in the group. However, with
increasing number of nodes or recipients in the network, the
number of control packets also increases thereby leading to
higher consumption of bandwidth which in turn increases the
delivery delay time and reduces success ratio in data
transmission.
On the other hand, POEM uses the tree-based method of
labeling the nodes to build and manage the topology wherein
each node is assigned a unique label to identify them during
path building. However, POEM fails in the data delivery front
due to absence of alternate paths when path failures occur
which is quiet phenomenal in a highly dynamic MANET
where nodes keep on changing their locations.
The proposed protocol tries to address the path failure
occurring in tree based routing by building alternate paths
from source to destination unlike the typical tree based
protocols. To achieve this it uses labels and a conditional

alternate path transmission mechanism with relatively low
control overhead in comparison with mesh based routing
protocols. By building alternate paths, it effectively manages
path failure by providing better path stability and considerably
improves data delivery rate by reducing the control packets at
a reasonably good cost.
The workflow of the protocol is as follows:

3.1 Topology Building
A core node is assigned to broadcast control packets to all the
nodes in the topology. Each node that receives the control
packet for the first time is labeled and additional labels are
kept in reserve at the buffer for dynamic labelling.

3.2 Data Transmission
Upon receiving a request from one of the nodes, the source
node using the label of the requesting node builds the path
from the source to the destination and then transmits the data.
The source node will also check for the condition whether
building an alternate path is necessary to process the request
by checking all the destination nodes for similar labels. If no
similar labels are available, the data is transmitted through the
single built path. If similar labels are available towards the
destination, the source node uses the alternate paths to
transmit data if the original path gets failed thus achieving
effective transmission success ratio with improved efficiency
in path management.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
With the two existing protocols on NS-2 and simulation we
have proposed our new multicast routing protocol called as
High Performance Multicast Routing Protocol (HPMRP). A
1000m*1000m area with 150 nodes is experimentally set up.
The performance is compared after evaluating the HPMRP,
EODMRP and POEM. The speed of the node vary from 1 to
10 m/s, the pause time of each node have mean 30ms. The
duration of simulation is done at least 20 times; the results are
normalized to remove topologies because of node placement.
The control packet overhead, packet delivery ratios, data endto-end delay are the performance measures of interest.
The total number of groups vs the result of the overhead is
explained in figure 1. the assumption of the network topology
is static, the multicast group is changed from 1 to 5, the
member in group is divided by a factor. Consider a group
network having 10 nodes; it’s our priority to increase the 2
group network members to 20. (For example one group can
have 13 members and the other can have 7). Thus the figure 2
which gives the delivery ratios vs total number of groups.
EODMRP and POEM performs well when the number of
groups is set to 2. And EODMRP yields better performance
than that of POEM because of the topology, if the number of
the multicast group is set to 3. When the number increases
over 3 amount of control packets have to be increased
abruptly in EODMRP, and EODMRP depends on the source
and it has to maintain the multicast groups and the entire
topology. When the number of multicast groups increases it is
capable of producing excessive control packets.
Thus, the network may get overloaded which cause additional
delay time which in turn degrades the packet delivery ratios as
the figure shows. Both the HPMRP and POEM protocols are
tree based using label mechanisms to maintain the groups and
topologies.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
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The protocol proposed in this paper suits well for MANETS
with high transmission flow since the design uses the simple
tree-based mechanism of building and managing the network
topology and group. Further, the tree-based design
incorporates the alternate path mechanism of mesh-based
routing effectively by an advanced labeling mechanism with
relatively low control overhead. With alternate paths in place,
the protocol considerably increases the path stability in the
network. With relatively low control packets, it consumes
lower bandwidth thereby reducing data delivery delay time
and effectively improving the transmission success ratio.
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